“Sparkle” Spelling Homework Grid
Directions: Choose a different square each night to complete your spelling homework.
Thursdays are always for studying and do not need a square completed! When you turn in
your homework, make sure to write the title of the square you chose. All work is to be
completed in your blue notebook.
During a regular week (Mon-Fri), 3 squares must be completed.

#1 – Different Colors
#2- Three times each
#3- Sentences
Write each word in a
Write each word three Pick 4 Spelling Words and
different color using
times. Make sure you use
write one sentence for
crayons or pencils colors.
your best handwriting!
each word.
(No markers or pens!)
Ex: cat cat cat
Ex: I have a gray cat.
#4- Rhyming Words
#5- Vowel and
Write each spelling word Consonant Search
in a column. Think of a
Write each word twice,
word that rhymes with
circling each vowel.
your spelling word. Write Underline each consonant.
the word next to the
original spelling word.
Ex: cat cat
Ex: cat rat

#6- Backwards
Write each spelling word
twice, and then write the
word one time backwards.

Ex: cat cat tac

#7- Illustrate
#8- Cut and Paste
#9 ABC ORDER
Write each spelling word.
Cut letters out of a
Place words in ABC order.
In the space next to the newspaper or magazine to Remember to circle the
word, illustrate the word. spell our spelling words. first letter of each word.
Glue into your blue
Write out the alphabet to
notebook. Make sure the
help you.
letters are small enough
that all words fit on one
page.
Stop and check spelling homework! Can you answer yes to these questions?
Is my homework complete?
Did I complete my work in my blue notebook?
Is my homework labeled and neat?
Does my homework have today's date?
Does my homework have the number or name of the square I chose?

